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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, DHUBRI.

                                         

                                          GR 4486 OF 2015

 U/S 323/324 I.P.C.

STATE OF ASSAM.....................................................PROSECUTION SIDE.

      -Versus-

SRI CHANDAN CHOUDHURY.............................................DEFENCE SIDE.

PRESENT: - SMTI JUMA SINHA, AJS

Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Dhubri.

COUNSELS:

FOR the Prosecution:-SRI. DIBAKAR GHOSH Ld. A.P.P.

FOR the Defence:-SRI JAMSHER TALUKDAR, Ld. Counsel.

                

EVIDENCE recorded on:- 11.09.19, 09.10.19, 05.12.19 & 05.02.20.

STATEMENT DEFENCE recorded on:- 12.02.20.

ARGUMENT heard on:–18.02.20.

JUDGMENT delivered on:–19.02.20

                                                  

   J U D G M E N T

1. THE PROSECUTION STORY as unfolded by the ejahar filed by

informant Smti Chandini Choudhury is that since 8/9 months the Sri

Chandan  Choudhury,  Smti  Anita  Choudhury  and  Smti  Phulkumari

Choudhury had been torturing her mentally and on 07.06.15 she was

assaulted brutally with intent to be killed whereby she lodged a case

but accused persons above took bail  in that case and again started

torturing her.  Since 9/10 days, they are urinating and spitting at her

door and using slang language. On 01.10.15 at about 11.40 PM when

her  husband came home,  then  Sri  Chandan Choudhury  armed with
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dagger called her husband outside of house and the remaining accused

persons seriously injured her husband by assaulting him with bamboo,

stick and batam. Seeing the said incident when she went there then

the accused persons also assaulted her and torn her blouse outraging

her  modesty.  Smti  Anita  Choudhury  took  bite  of  her  flesh  from her

hand. Thereafter, when they raised hue and cry nearby people came

and accused persons became calm. Hence this case.

2. On  receipt  of  FIR,  Dhubri  P.S  Case  No.  1268/15  U/S

341/325/354/326/34  I.P.C.  was  registered  and  investigated  into.

Subsequently charge sheet was filed u/s 323/324/294/341 IPC against

one accused.

3. After receipt of Charge-sheet cognizance was taken against the

charge  sheeted  accused  under  above-mentioned  sections  and  then

after compliance with S.207 Cr.P.C and on appearance of the accused

and on hearing ld. Counsels for both sides, formal charge u/s 323/324

I.P.C was framed which was read over and explained to the accused to

which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4.                                  Points for Determination

I. Whether the accused on 01.10.15, at around 11.40 PM

voluntarily caused hurt to Sri Dinesh Choudhury and thereby

committed an offence u/s 323 I.P.C?

II. Whether the accused on same date and time voluntarily

caused  hurt  on  hand  of  informant  by  biting  and  thereby

committed an offence u/s 324 I.P.C?

5. To bring home the charge the Prosecution side examined seven

witnesses and then statement of accused was recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C

where accused stated that informant is wife of his younger brother and

she is in habit of filing false cases against him and that she had filed
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many  cases  against  him.  Defence  however,  denied  to  adduce

evidence. 

6. Heard ld. Counsels for both sides. Perused evidences on record.

My decisions with reasons on the above framed points are as follows:-

                     DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREON

7. On perusal  of  evidence on record it  is  found that  PW1 Smti

Pinki Tior and PW2 Sri Joyram Tior are independent witnesses but

they deposed nothing and hence no support to either side. 

PW5  Sri  Ganesh  Choudhury  is  cousin  of  accused  and  he

deposed that  about  3/  4  yrs  back at  about  11/11.30 pm there was

dispute and that dispute often took place between the parties for trivial

matter. In cross-examination he mainly stated that informant used to

quarrel with all the family members of the house. They does not stay

there presently and there is no dispute. On the day of incident accused

doing something after entering into the house of informant is false.

Evidence of PW5 is not found helpful as same does not reflect as

to whether he saw the occurrence or heard about it. Rather the nature

of evidence reflects that he is merely a hearsay witness, lending no

support to Prosecution.

Accordingly  we  are  left  only  with  the  victims  and  official

witnesses. PW3 Sri Dinesh Choudhury who is husband of informant

deposed  that  in  2015  at  about  8.30/9  PM  was  the  birthday  of  his

daughter. On that day he went to home with sweets and called his

parents whereby PW4 restrained him. Thereafter, PW4 started abusing

his parents in filthy language. Then his brother Sri Chandan Choudhury

raised objection whereby PW4 scratched his brother. PW4 then cut her

own hand by herself and went to Police station and lodged case against

his  brother  and  members  of  the  house.  In  cross-examination he

mainly  stated  that  the  incident  took  place  on  02.10.15.  Accused
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persons  are  his  own brothers  and  sisters.  Accused persons  did  not

assault PW4. They stayed  jointly at the time of incident. As his wife

quarrelled all the time, so his father drove out them out and they have

been staying in rented house in another place. PW4 lodged a false case

against the accused persons. PW4 Smti Chandani Choudhury who is

the informant deposed that about 5 years back at about 8/9 PM when it

was raining and she was feeding milk to her daughter then at that time

accused came from behind and torn her blouse. When she raised hue

and cry, wife of accused came and assaulted her with batam. Accused

Sri  Chandan Choudhury bit on her left hand. Thereafter, at night she

went to Police station and lodged the case. In cross examination she

mainly  stated  that  Sri  Chandan  Choudhury  is  brother-in-law.  Her

father-in-law  had  abandoned  her  husband  whereby  they  have  been

staying in rented house. She denied that as they were being driven out

therefore  she  lodged  false  case  against  the  accused.  She  lodged

another case against  the accused.  They (accused) also lodged case

against informant side.

From the  above  evidence  it  is  found  that  as  per  FIR  alleged

occurrence of assault started with PW3 where PW3 was also allegedly

beaten  but  this  PW3  did  not  support  the  Prosecution.  He  rather,

deposed that it  was informant PW4 who scratched the accused and

then cut herself and filed this case falsely. Prosecution did not declare

this witness as hostile and nothing is there to disbelieve him. 

Further PW4 in FIR stated that the occurrence started with her

husband PW3 but in evidence she cooked up a different story where

she is completely silent about PW3. In FIR PW4 stated that she was

assaulted and her blouse was torn when she went to save PW3, which

shows that outrage of modesty as alleged was after-act of assault but

in evidence she stated that accused came to her house and torn her

blouse from behind, which reflects that outrage was the main motive

as alleged, which are two contradictory versions and hence doubtful.
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Further in FIR PW3 stated that wife of accused bit her on her hand but

in evidence she stated that the charge-sheeted accused bit her. 

Ld.  Prosecution  Counsel  argued  that  PW3  being  related  to

accused, has deposed falsely and cannot be relied whereas PW4 victim

has  deposed  about  assault  upon  her  and  same  is  corroborated  by

medical  report  but  this  argument  in  my  view  does  not  hold  good.

Undoubtedly  evidence of  sole  victim can be basis  of  conviction but

same should  be  above-board  in  material  particulars  but  as  already

pointed out  above,  evidence of  PW4 reflects  material  contradictions

which strike at the root of Prosecution version, making it unreliable.

8. Accordingly in view of above discussion I am of the opinion that

Prosecution  has  failed to  prove charge  u/s  323/324 IPC  against  the

accused beyond reasonable doubt. Hence the accused is acquitted of

above  charges  and  he  be  set  at  liberty  forthwith  and  bail  bond

furnished on his behalf shall remain in force for another 6 months.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 19 th day of

February, 2020.

                                                                          (Smti. Juma Sinha)

                                                                           Addl. C.J.M, Dhubri
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APPENDIX

Prosecution Witnesses:-

PW1:- Smti Pinki Tior.

PW2:- Sri Joyram Tior.

PW3:- Sri Dinesh Choudhury.

PW4:- Smti Chandini Choudhury. 

PW5:- Sri Ganesh Choudhury.

PW6:- Sri Sadhan Ch. Dutta. 

PW7:- Dr. Moktader Billah.

Prosecution Exhibits:-

Ext.1:- FIR.

Ext.2:- Charge-Sheet.

Ext.3:- Medical Report.

Ext.4:- Medical Report.

Defence Witnesses & Exhibits:-

Nil.

                                                                                  (Smti. Juma Sinha)

                                                                                   Addl. C.J.M, Dhubri.
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